Abstract. In geometric constraints solving, the detection of dependences and the decomposition of the system into smaller subsystems are two important steps that characterize any solving process, but nowadays solvers, which are graph-based in most of the cases, fail to detect dependences due to geometric theorems and to decompose such systems. In this paper, we discuss why detecting all dependences between constraints is a hard problem and propose to use the witness method published recently to detect both structural and non structural dependences. We study various examples of constraints systems and show the promising results of the witness method in subtle dependences detection and systems decomposition.
Introduction
Today all CAD CAM geometric modelers provide a geometric solver that enables designers to define shapes (geometric configurations) as solutions of a set of geometric constraints [3, 24, 11, 8] . Geometric constraints specify distances, angles, incidences, and tangencies between basic geometric elements such as points, lines, circles, conics or higher degree curves (e.g. Bézier curves) in 2D, and lines, planes, quadrics or higher degrees algebraic curves and surfaces in 3D. In practice, designers interactively specify constraints on an approximation of the wanted configuration (called a "sketch") -the solver is often called a sketcher. The solver operates in various steps: (i) reads the sketch; (ii) translates the system of constraints into some internal data structure (typically some graph, and a system of equations...); (iii) analyses and decomposes the system; (iv) solves the subsystems obtained from the decomposition either with some formula or with a numerical method; (v) and finally assembles solutions of subsystems and displays the corrected sketch.
As the system is typically non linear, there is usually more than one solution, and the solver is supposed to provide the solution that gives the closest configuration to the intention of the designer. It turns out that, in 90% of the cases, the Newton-Raphson method converges to this solution when it starts from the initial guess provided by the sketch. When the Newton-Raphson method fails, the designer can resort to another method, slower but safer, like homotopy: for an algebraic system of equations, the attraction basins for homotopy are semi algebraic sets, the ones of Newton-Raphson method are fractals; this is an empirical argument that the homotopy method should converge to the closest root more often than the Newton-Raphson method.
Dimensioning a complex mechanical part involves hundreds or thousands of geometric constraints, that is why qualitative analysis of the system of constraints plays an essential role in preparing the resolution [21, 15, 20, 24] . Today this analysis seems to be graph-based for all industrial solvers, as far as it is possible to know.
Graph-based methods develop some kinds of graph representing the system of constraints; they compute the so called degrees of freedom in this graph and its subgraphs. Technically, graph-based methods compute maximum matching [23, 1, 10] , or maximum flows [13,12], or k-connected components [17,20,21] . These methods are polynomial time; they work very well for correct systems of constraints, i.e. when constraints are independent. Indeed, graph-based methods allow to solve systems of constraints which could not be solved otherwise. Graphbased methods can also detect the simplest dependences between constraints, called structural dependences which typically occur when a subset of unknowns is constrained by too much constraints, as in the system f (x, y, z) = g(z) = h(z) = 0 which over constrains z.
It is essential to detect dependences because numeric solvers typically fail, or get bogged down, when they are used to solve systems which are "wrongly" assumed to be well-constrained (to have a finite number of roots modulo the group of isometries). Moreover they do not give any useful explanation to help the users fix the problem. However, when the system of constraints is available without any further details, no polynomial time method can detect all dependences. Non structural dependences, which are due to geometric theorems, are not detectable by the previous methods. These dependences can occur in the seemingly simplest geometric constraints such as point-line incidences in 2D (in the projective plane, more technically). In CAD CAM, the major part of systems of geometric constraints involve such incidence constraints, i.e. incidence relations between points, lines, planes, circles/spheres, conics/quadrics. Of course, other constraints are also used to specify angles and lengths for dimensioning; these metric constraints involve parameters (values for lengths and angles) with generic values. Incidence constraints are especially relevant; Section 3 shows that detecting non structural dependences just amongst point-line incidences in 2D is as difficult as the ideal or radical membership problem of computer algebra. This problem is decidable with standard bases (also called Grobner bases) computable with Buchberger's method [25, 4] . But no method to solve it is practicable, i.e. none scales to problems with industrial size.
This difficulty explains why the GCS (Geometric Constraints Solving) community usually assumes that constraints are either independent, or structurally dependent. This inability to detect and treat non structural dependences clearly restricts the use of GCS. This paper shows that at least for CAD CAM problems, an alternative method is indeed able to detect all dependences, structural
